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Killer Drones Coming to A Sky Near You: Rosalind Peterson Reports 

I'm going to play Half Life 2.... in real life!

ZyneXx 3 hours ago 5 

WAKE THE FUCK UP PEOPLE! The US is NO LONGER A FREE 
COUNTRY! We are no longer a free country- we are a POLICE STATE!

usedtobesupermom 1 hour ago 4 
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Darrin McBreen talks to rosalind peterson of california sky watch about the 
deadly consequences of the government using military unmanned drones 
here in america.
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I woke up 15 to 20 years ago, when I found out about the RFID chip! no one 
believed me than! Drones are almost as bad as the RFID chip, which was 
fortold in the Bible, but nobody believes that either. It's gonna get worse 
before it gets better! More of our freedoms will be gone!

jesus saves in reply to usedtobesupermom(Show the comment) 50 minutes ago 

What they could do is embed felons (and all assholes in general) with 
microchips that the drones can home-in on, and dispatch whatever ordinance 
they see fit... :p

Death from above! LOL
TrueTone500 54 minutes ago 

I know...Nobody is safe... 
Pillman5 in reply to Emil1787(Show the comment) 1 hour ago 

I know right lol, who would of thought Matrix and freaking literal terminator 
movie science are coming to life in couple years. 
Emil1787 in reply to Iseevil Ihearevil(Show the comment) 1 hour ago 

Do you know what the biggest problem with Robots VS Humans ( it was 
nicely said by the way :) It takes minimum 14 years to raise a human and train 
him to blow those things up, not to mention emotional stress and suffering 
from parents especially mothers to send their kids basically to die. BUT, it 
takes only couple days maybe a week to build those machines in HUGE 
quantities to kill humans, and the worst part is, you can always build them 
faster and stronger with a newer technology. 
Emil1787 in reply to Pillman5(Show the comment) 1 hour ago 

how about they dont use them at all! so rand is introducing a bill in an attempt 
to reclaim the support he lost, not a ban on the drones, but you need 
a "warrent" first?

the bill will be defeated, and rand will have won back a few supporters with 
this halfass attempt. there should be NO drones in US airspace, wait i forgot 
the american people are the new enemy, just look at the laws and executive 
orders.

Better to die standing a free man, than to die as a slave awaiting death!
AirForceVet61 in reply to ronin7001(Show the comment) 1 hour ago 

"Human...it's what's for dinner..."

Too damn cannibals when there aren't supposed to be any at all.

Cannibalism: the act using others of your own kind as prey in way or another.
electronfun 2 hours ago 

its not the beginning of the police state, it is a tightening of the noose around 
our necks.

shoot down the drones
AirForceVet61 2 hours ago 
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